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Although Wagner is best known for their HVLP paint sprayers, they have a quality line without air sprayers as well. We have completed a full review of the Wagner Power series, including the Plus, Max and Pro models. Find out if one of these three sprayers will work for your painting needs. In 1947, Joseph Wagner founded the Wagner brand during the
repair of the equipment. In 1953, he developed an electric paint spraying tool designed for homeowners and qualified contractors. He remained the founder of Wagner's company until 1972, when he sold J. Wagner from GmbH Germany.In 1973, Wagner's production began and they grew steadily as a market leader. In 2013, Wagner's company even
acquired Earlex Limited.Today, Wagner manages five global manufacturing centers and also operates headquarters in Minneapolis, Minnesota. They remain a leader in the paint industry and are best known for their HVLP spray line. There are three models in the Power Painter range from Wagner. They include Power Painter Plus, Power Painter Max and
Power Painter Pro.All three of these models will make the job easier, especially when working on mid-size outdoor coloring and painting projects. All three are airless sprayers that offer a powerful transfer product to perform tasks quickly. They are faster than the HVLP sprayer, but offer a lower transmission rate. They offer a wide range of options from
spraying 6.6 to 8 gallons per hour depending on which model you choose. Let's take a look at the best aspects of the Wagner Power Painter series. The flexible equalizer suction pipe is available with all three models and allows you to spray no matter which direction the device is pointing. This allows you to draw directly on the decks or right on the gutters
with the same quality finish. Other sprayers tend to draw air when the cup level gets lower. This causes the paint to spit and stop. Unlike paint sprayers that require a primer every time you refill, these units offer a solution. Sure Prime Suction Valve completely eliminates the need for a re-premiership. Now you can recharge and get sprayed again right away.
They offer material select lever on the back of the device. This allows you to make adjustments based on the materials used. They also offer an adjustable spray tip build to produce a pattern either horizontally or vertically. With the various adjustments you can make, it's easy to do a professional job with ease. While the Power Painter Plus does not offer this
advantage, the higher end models will. With the included carbide carbide piston and installation cylinder, the sprayer becomes more durable. This helps it withstand more abuse and longer than other sprayers made from cheaper materials. Optimus Double is an excellent tip than other sprayers. Instead of just a single-creation tip, it creates a low pressure
vacuum between two spray jets. This system attracts more paint particles into the spray pattern. Double Optimus advice gives you coverage that requires only one pass. It is capable of handling materials such as thick outdoor latex paints and stains as well. To make it easier for the sprayer to go to any job with you, there is a handy event on the subject. All
three units are lightweight, none weighing more than 10 pounds. Combine this with a portable enclosure and you can do a professional paint job anywhere you go. Installing any of these Wagner Power Painter sprayers will take only five minutes or less. In addition, anyone, even a beginner, can do it. Destinations provide all the information you need to get
started. Be sure to take some time practicing your picture with scrap metal first. This will save you some time and money while adapting to the spray pattern. Wagner is known for the quick cleaning process with his sprayers, and they are included. The owner's guide contains detailed steps you can take while cleaning the machine. It's simple enough for a
beginner to perform and shouldn't take more than a few minutes of time. It's a simpler process that cleans all the brushes, rollers and equipment after painting the standard way. There are some negatives to these sprayers that need to be discussed in depth. Many people were dissatisfied with the short power cords. It just doesn't seem to last long enough to
do a paint quality job. Yes, I know that adding an extension cord will solve the problem. There is a problem with this idea! There are no voltage aid accessories included, which means that the cord easily disables itself from the extension. While the case is convenient, sometimes it can be difficult to get a block bag into it. Some people have found that it is
easier to just use the bag instead of getting a block bag into the plastic case. Another thing to consider is that these sprayers are not targeted at smaller, detail oriented projects. The air-free aspect of these sprayers will provide too much spraying in order to be effective when dealing with small tasks. Instead, you want to focus on medium-sized spraying for
large projects with this line of sprayers. Finally, while the units themselves are not heavy tote on other sites, they are heavy compared to many portable models. This can cause some hand and wrist fatigue when working on larger projects. All three of wagner's sprayers are focused on many projects. Try them with these tasks. The Wagner Power Painter
series can use a variety of materials, making it ideal for painting garage doors. If you have a metal garage door or an old wooden type, these sprayers are effective in getting the job done quickly. Painting at a top speed of 8 gallons per hour, the garage will be painted quickly. When you factor in installing and clearing time, you'll go back inside to watch the
game before you do it Keep in mind that working with a flexible equalizer suction pipe means that you can paint the garage at any angle and still get what you want easy to paint and paint with a flexible equalizer suction tube. Even if you have to apply the materials with the sprayer pointed straight down, you will still reach the same amount of spray. During
the process there will be no spraying or spraying of paint. With a fully adjustable paint stream, the work will also be done flawlessly. It will look if a professional came to treat your deck. Think about the money and time you can save by painting the deck with Wagner's Power Painter model. Painting a shed can be a long and tedious task if done with hand
tools. Fortunately, Wagner Power Painters make this job easy and fun. The adjustable flow of paint allows you to fully control the spray. In addition, you can apply up to 8 gallons of paint per hour. Imagine what to do with a roller or a brush! With easy installation and quick cleaning, even a novice sprayer can solve this common household project. For a
fraction of the cost of hiring a professional, you can have a new, live looking shed. There are many pieces of furniture in the house that could use a fresh coat of paint. It usually seems like too much work to get a brush and spend time recycling them. This is not the case with the Wagnerian Power Painter series. Because they are easy to set up and take just
minutes to clean up, your home furnishings may look like new in a fraction of a time. Just take the furniture outdoors or somewhere that is safe to spray and use these units to create a flawless new look. You can just find that you want to make all the furniture in the house. When it's time to give the shutters a fresh coat of paint, you'll find the process to be
simple with your Wagner Power Painter series. Just remove the shutters from the window and put them flat on the cloth drop. Make sure there is nothing around and start spraying. The flexible equalizer suction pipe allows you to draw directly on the shutters if you prefer without lack of performance. With a few light coats, you'll have a stunning new look that
appears as if you've hired a professional. The best part is that you don't spend as much to do it. The Wagner Power Painter series can use a variety of materials, making it ideal for painting garage doors. If you have a metal garage door or an old wooden type, these sprayers are effective in getting the job done quickly. Painting at a top speed of 8 gallons per
hour, the garage will be painted quickly. When you factor in installing and clearing time, you'll go back inside to watch the game before you know it. Keep in mind that working with a flexible equalizer suction tube means that you can paint the garage at any angle and get the results you want. There are many tasks that need to be accomplished with Wagner
Power Painter sprayers, but here are a few you can It is not often wise to use an air-free sprayer when painting a vehicle. It's because of the large number of washes you'll be require a detailed finish that most air-free sprayers can't perform. It is also important to find a sprayer that will work with the materials that you will use. Thick materials such as primers
will require a powerful, larger pistol that offers a large nozzle. Thinner paints will require less pressure and can be used with small nozzles. Many sprayers offer ample adjustments that you can use either thick or thin material. There are several brands that make a high quality sprayer designed for cars. Wagner is one of them and the other is Fuji. For more
detailed suggestions on the proper sprayer to use in these situations, you'll want to read our best car paint Gun Reviews.Again, I find that HVLP paint sprayers tend to work best when spraying cabinets. While this is not always the case, you will find that the HVLP unit sprays the paint at lower pressure, giving you much more control over the finish. You can
also control the flow and fan paint, which is ideal when working in small jobs. There is less preparatory work involved as well since you don't need to worry as much about overspray. When using an HVLP sprayer, the paint gets atomized into fine particles, which offers a more professional kind of finish than working with an air-free sprayer. For more
information on the subject, and find the best sprayer, read our best sprayer paint for cabinet reviews. While large surface areas benefit from an air-free sprayer, I don't believe these are the right models for big jobs. These three payers are best used with small and medium sized projects and are considered budget models. You can perform a large surface
area with any of these sprayers, but it will take a lot longer than you need to spend. There are other Wagner models as well as some Graco options that would be better suited to these jobs. For more suggestions on what to choose from, read our best indoor paint sprayer for interior wall reviews.The Wagner 0525027 Power Painter Plus Airless Paint Sprayer
is the base model and is the lowest priced. It can spray at 6.6-gallons per hour and has a 1-quart twist locking cup. This model doesn't have a 5-foot suction like others do so you can't draw directly from a 1 or 5-gallon bucket. This is a large beginner unit designed for shutters, sheds, fences and garages. Given that it installs in less than 5 minutes and takes
less than 10 to clear, it is a winner if you need to complete a quick project. Just remember that it has a short power cord and is not made with tungsten carbide piston and cylinder. Low costEasy installation and cleaning The flexible Suction TubeShort Power Cord Can't Pull Materials From a 1 or 5-gallon bucketTher Wagner 0525032 Power Painter Max
Airless Paint Sprayer is the next level up and my choice of three. This upgraded edition sprays up to 7.2 gallons per hour and has a 1.5-quart cup instead. It also offers a 5-foot long suction tube, so you can spray directly from the bucket. That's the way it is. Made from high-quality carbide, the piston tungsten and the cylinder. The higher end model is Wagner
0525029 The Power Artist of the Tilt Pro and jumps up a little more in price. I'm not sure what the price difference is worth as it only goes up to a maximum of 8 gallons per hour. In addition, it jumps from 2-speed control to 3-speed control, which is usually not necessary for most household chores. Can spray up to 8 gallons per hour3-speed control can pull
directly out of a can or backpackShort cord powercost more than the other two modelsOverall, the best value of the three seems to be the Wagner Power Painter Max. If you're interested in learning about some of Wagner's other models, be sure to read our Wagner Paint Sprayer Reviews.Let's take a look at how Wagner Power Painters compare with other
sprayers. It is difficult to compare two sprayers with each other because Power Painters are airless while FLEXiO is a HVLP model. FLEXiO is more expensive, but is also capable of spraying more than 8 gallons per hour. The 890 also comes with two spray nozzles, the iSpray and The Detail Finish nozzle. This allows you to gain more control over the
finished result. The X-Boost Turbine delivers superior controls, lower sales and full coverage. Most of the weight of this device is on the floor, so there is also less hand fatigue during longer projects. Both devices have a quick setup and cleaning time. In addition, they can all be used for beginners or professional sprayers alike. Overall 890 has more reviews
and seems to be a more popular choice in Wagner's models. This may be because Wagner is better known for HVLP sprayer than non-air varieties. Taking a look outside of the Wagner brand will offer you some additional options that could meet your needs. If you have extra money to spend, Graco is a more authoritative choice with airless spraying. Long-
lasting stainless steel and carbide components are associated with high polymer strength over a long period of time. It can spray on 500-2000 PSI and supports 0.008-0.016 tips. You don't need to dilute most of the materials before spraying, and this device even offers an easy pump replacement at work if there is a problem. In just 3 steps, you can have a
new pump if necessary. Accurate pressure control allows you to spray consistently without hesitation of pressure. If you find that you prefer to look at different Graco models, as they are a leader in airless technology, but are not sure that this is the right model, be sure to check out our Graco Paint Sprayer Reviews.While Wagner's Power Painter Sprayers are
not designed to need parts, there may come times when you find yourself in need of either service or parts. First place to look at Because they offer a variety of accessories and details that work with many Wagner sprayers. Amazon normally has the best prices as well as fast shipping times. If you prefer to buy directly from Wagner, you will find a variety of
spare parts and accessories. Need a service? Service? Worry! Wagner offers a variety of service centers located throughout the country that are qualified to work for Wagner's sprayers. Wagner makes the installation simple and straight forward. With Power Painter, you have different options to use, base don the size of your project. You can use a cup for
small jobs, a canister for medium-sized jobs, or a backpack for big jobs. The setting is similar to all three options. Of course, where you place the suction hose and how you prime the system will be different. Contact the owner's guide for your setting of the part depending on the type of setup you need. You should also pay special attention to the warnings
and warnings in the owner's guide. For reference, I will outline the basic installation for the use of paint cups attachment. For the initial installation, you want to use a cup of paint full of mineral alcohols and water to clean any residual oils or debris left over from the manufacturing process. Remove the paint cup and fill it with solvent. Be careful not to overflow
the cup. Push the cup into place and twist to block. Make sure the mode selector is in the paint position. Connect the sprayer to a grounded socket. Pull the trigger to start spraying the solvent into the waste bucket. Spray for at least a minute. Remove the cup and empty the contents. Fill the cup with paint and return the cup to a blocked position. Cleaning is
also easy with Wagner's Power Painter. If you have used water-based paint you can use garden hose fastening and nozzle to rinse the system with water. Once the water runs clear, you can remove the tip and cover of the air to hand clean those parts. If you have used oil paint you will need to clean with mineral alcohols. Fill the cup with a cleaning solvent
and shake to clean a cup of paint. Spray the solvent until it works clear (you may need to refill a cup of paint with mineral alcohols). Once the solvent is working clear, empty the paint cup and clean the tip and lid of the air by hand. From there, you have to do a general maintenance inspection. The councils will wear out and need to be replaced. You should
also check hoses and suction tubes, filters and air caps. Replace or clean manually as needed. A few questions can go wrong with a sprayer. Below is a chart with the most common problems and their possible solutions. Check your owner's manual for more advice, or if the problem persists, contact Wagner's support team for help. There is no power
supplied by the sprayer. Make sure the device is connected and that the socket has power. The engine is coming, but it's just buzzing. The piston is stuck. Disassemble the device and grease the piston. The sprayer comes, but not Spray. Either there is a problem with the primer or the paint is too thick. The intake tube oil and spray spray for up to 3 minutes.
Thin paint to make it easier to spray. Paint spits or gobs on the surface. Paint a cup of paint and air in the system. Rinse with water, fill the paint cup with paint and re-prime the unit. All three sprayers are available for Amazon. They usually have the best prices and nowadays, you can find one between $80 and $130. If you choose to buy directly from
Wagner, you are going to pay higher prices of $100 and $150.If you need to get one now and don't want to wait for shipping, you could always choose to purchase from home Depot instead. Just keep in mind that they don't often have the same prices as Amazon does. In fact, as I write this, their prices are as much as Wagner's price. The device comes with
a sprayer, cup and storage case while the Pro adds a backpack to the system. With an installation that takes five minutes or less, and cleaning up to the age of 10, anyone can use this sprayer. The machines are light however, there may be some fatigue, holding them back for longer periods of time. Power painter systems spray stains, hermeas, oil paints
and latex paint. Wagner offers a one-year limited warranty for defects. Let's take a look at what some of the customers are saying about the Wagner series. A very handy tool. Cleaning is easier than I expected. Amazon Customer from AmazonIt device is performed as advertised. I used it to paint the fence and it reduced my working hours immensely. I'm
glad I bought this model. Rolly Baderk from AmazonI I DIY from way back and one thing I've learned over the years. High-quality work is always done with quality tools. So I had a restoration work on a small house and no time or help to do it. The picture became a problem for the rest of the project. when I found this sprayer I took a chance because it was
inexpensive. I had it three years and used it on twenty or so projects. It's an incredibly different application it's been used for. Hondoman from Wagner If you need a low budget air without air paint sprayer, one of the Wagner Power Series sprayers may be for you. Between the three options, you get different features that may just be the answer you were
looking for. Evaluate each one and see if this series will work for your needs. Subscribe to our RSS feed for content updates! Update!
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